Inhibition by metals of X-ray and ultraviolet-induced DNA repair in human cells.
A number of metals have been shown to be involved in the etiology of animal and human neoplasms. The molecular mechanisms have not yet been determined, but the observed plethora of genetic effects observed following treatment of mammalian cells with metals clearly indicates the possibility that metals can exert their effects at least partially at the level of DNA metabolism. Several studies have suggested that metal treatment may inhibit normal DNA repair processes in procaryotic and eucaryotic cells but a systematic study of this question has not previously been conducted. The present study surveyed the ability of 15 metal salts to interfere with repair of X-ray or UV-induced DNA damage in HeLa cells. Hg+(+), As++(+), Cu+(+), Ni+(+), Co+(+), and Cd+(+) were shown to inhibit the excision of pyrimidine dimers from DNA and to do so in a dose-dependent fashion. Inhibition of repair by only Ni+(+) and Co+(+) resulted in the accumulation of long-lived DNA strand breaks suggestive of a block in the gap-filling stage of repair. Ability to inhibit repair was not correlated with cytotoxicity. X-ray repair was sensitive to Hg+(+), Ni+(+), As++(+), Ga+(+), Zn+(+), and Mo(VI). All inhibitory metals inhibited closure of single strand DNA breaks. Ga+(+) appeared, in addition, to inhibit a later step involving chromatin reconstitution. These findings support the notion that interference of DNA repair processes may be a consequence of exposure of mammalian cells to certain metals. This may be a factor in the etiology of metal-associated carcinogenesis.